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OFFERING EXCLUSIVE NEWS OF THE
MUSIC INDUSTRY, DIGITAL MUSIC

MAGAZINE IS INCREDIBLY GOOD AND
ENTERTAINING

The Internet has changed the world of entertainment
and the music industry has been significantly affected
by this new method of gaining popularity. Those who
are surfing the internet endlessly to find interesting new
details about the latest happenings in the industry can
easily subscribe to a reputed online music magazine.
Daily Music Roll which is an esteemed music magazine
has recently launched its updated version, Digital Music
Magazine that publishes artist reviews, music blogs,
artist interviews, and all other details related to
adhering to the music industry. Music lovers can now
download the music magazine free of cost. All they
have to do is download the DMR magazine and submit
their email id. A one-time OTP will be sent to the
respective email id and the user can henceforward get
access to unlimited music gossips.

 

The power of a music magazine in a marketplace
where an almost unlimited number of voices is waiting
to be heard is very much significant. Whether you’re
trying to discover new music or get your music
exposed on the global stage, music magazines have
got thousands of readers and subscribers that help
your music make an impact. The authentic online
platform offers genuine information about the latest
and also upcoming artists in the block. Getting music
heard by the right audience is significantly hard. You
hear so many new artists complaining about not
receiving the deserved exposure. This website is a one-
stop solution for all the budding talents wherein they
can easily gain the spotlight and receive promotion
from the club hoppers, producers, record label owners,
rappers, and other singers. The magazine presents
artist reviews with a more appealing vocabulary and
stylistic fluency that further promotes the music to a
larger audience.
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World  Music

Post Malone has recently
released the special track

'Only Wanna Be With You
(Pokémon 25 Version)'

This morning on Thursday, a very special song is
released by Post Malone. It is the cover of Hootie
and the Blow�sh ‘Only Wanna Be With You
(Pokémon 25 Version)’. This is released as part of the
25th Anniversary of Pokémon. Post Malone is going
to perform this song this Saturday, and also on other
songs at a virtual concert of Pokémon on the Twitch
channels and Pokémon YouTube.
But quite, unfortunately, no Pokémon references are
inserted by Post Malone into the track ‘Only Wanna
Be With You (Pokémon 25 Version)’. There is not
even a single mention related to Pikachu. The cover
still looks very good even though it is more like a
missed opportunity. This is very much a faithful
rendition of the track with game samples that are
Pokémon-esque. But one reference is changed which
is a football thing that says the Miami Dolphins to
the Dallas Cowboys, which is the favorite team of
Post Malone.

The question is raised about Hootie and the
Blow�sh. 

One can easily guess that the track ‘Only Wanna Be
With You’ released for the �rst time in the year 1995
and the very next year 1996, Pokémon was released.
This has honestly built up a great connection with the
fans. The CDs that are owned as a child by the fans are
the ones of the Grammy compilation. This has also
created a nostalgic fondness for Hootie and the
Blow�sh. The 1995 album, ‘Cracked Rear View’ by the
American rock band Hootie and the Blow�sh included
the track.

‘Only Wanna Be With You’ by Hootie and the Blow�sh
was not on the Grammy CD in 1996 but one can easily
�nd the track ‘Let Her Cry’.

On Thursday morning, it is announced by The
Pokémon Company that along with the new track by
Post Malone it is going to broadcast a video called
Pokémon Presents on Friday sharp at 10 am ET. Real
details are still not announced about what is expected
but there are a lot of them who are speculating that the
company is soon going to announce the remakes of
Pearl and Pokémon Diamond. The live stream concert
by Post Malone is the maiden musical sample as part of
the ‘P25 Music’.

Follow him on Social Media:

Facebook || Twitter || Instagram
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Music India

Janhvi Kapoor fires up
the stage in 'Roohi's
recent music video
'Nadiyon Paar (Let the
Music Play Again)'
The upcoming Hindi language horror-comedy �lm ‘Roohi’ has
already created a buzz with its dynamic trailer. It’s making the
headlined again with the release of its latest soundtrack
‘Nadiyon Paar (Let the Music Play Again)’. The music video,
released today has risen the temperature twofold with its
breathtakingly sensual visuals. The song is performed by
Shamur, Rashmeet Kaur, IP Singh, and Sachin- Jigar. Janhvi
Kapoor dominates the screen with her seductive and masterful
dance performance. She has �awlessly 

executed  the energetic dance move and
brought out the true spirit of the exuberant
party anthem.

The song is the perfect remake of Shamur’s
2004 hit party song ‘Let The Music Play’. The
�lm-maker of Ruhi has decided to bring back
the excitement of the song by embedding
different rhythmic elements into it. The song
is bound to give the audience the perfect
entertainment in the �lm. ‘Roohi’ is the
second installment of the 2018 Rajkimmar
Rao-starred �lm ‘Stree’ franchise. The trailer
of the �lm released two weeks ago has
impressed the audience with its storyline,
polished cinematography, and witty dialogs.

‘Roohi’ has been the center of many
speculations for weeks for being the second
installment of ‘Stree’ and its several name
changes. It was �rst supposed to be named
Rooh Afza, and then Roohi Afzana. The
makers �nally settled on the current name
after weeks. The movie is produced by Dinesh
Vijan and Mrighdeep Singh Lamba. It is the
�rst time they are working with Rajkummar
Rao and Janhvi. Rajkummar and Varun have
previously worked together in ‘Dolly Ki Doli’.

The song has reached a higher level with the
remixed beats and the performance of all the
artists, especially Rashmeet Kaur. Janhvi
Kapoor looks absolutely gorgeous in the
shadowy and sandy setting of the video. She
is dressed in a gold two-piece �aunting her
beautiful physic. Her remarkable dance
moves line up perfectly with the killer beats
of the track. The remixed version of the song
is composed by and Sachin- Jigar. ‘Roohi’ will
be releasing on March 11 in theaters.
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World  Music

Selena Gomez brings in DJ Snake, Myke Towers for her debut
Spanish 'Revelación' EP

Selena Gomez has released the
track-list of her �rst EP sung in
Spanish and it goes with the name,
Revelation. The seven-song set is
set to arrive on 12th March and is
now available for pre-order.
Selena has shared the song names
in an Instagram post which is
accompanied by clips from her
previously released EP singles, ‘De
Una Vez (At Once)’ and ‘Baila
Conmigo’ (Dance With Me) with
the Puerto Rican singer-rapper
Rauw Alejandro.
When ‘De Una Vez’ released in
January, Selena said in a statement
that she is incredibly 

proud of her‘De Una Vez’ is a beautiful
hymn of love, she added.

The EP also includes collaboration with
DJ Snake (Sel�sh Love) and the song
‘Damelo To’ with Puerto Rican singer-
rapper Myke Towers. Reportedly, ‘De
Una Vez’ and ‘Baila Conmigo’ are
Selena’s �rst Spanish-speaking solo
singles following ‘Un Ano Sin Lluvia’
released in 2010. Moreover, the iconic
pop star has most recently collaborated
on other bilingual songs, most notably
on ‘I Can’.t Get Enough’ by Tainy and
Benny Blanco from 2019 and DJ Snake’s
2018 track ‘Taki Taki’ which also
features Ozuna and Cardi B.

The latest EP is a follow-up to
2020’s Rare. It was last month
when Gomez revealed on Vevo’s
Footnotes series that she has
recorded Revelacion almost fully
over Zoom and has tracked over
numerous video calls due to the
ongoing pandemic crisis.It seems
that Selena is all set to kick start
2021 by adhering to her roots and
her classic Spanish singing is surely
going to be highly appreciated by
all her music lovers. Stay tuned for
more updates.
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World Music

Justin Bieber releases a
heart-touching single 'Hold
On' on popular streaming
platforms

Justin Bieber is back with a fascinating new track ‘Hold On’
released on Friday, March 5th, at 12 a.m. ET. The ‘Baby’ singer
has come a long way creating more sublime and rhythmically
superior music. He has released a music video for the song on
YouTube. The music video features a heart-breaking storyline
featuring a devastating tale about the hero who is in desperate
need of money to save his dying lover. The video is directed by
Colin Tilley and features Bieber himself and actress Christine
Ko. Ko is battling with cancer and Bieber to doing whatever he
can to come up with the money.

The story soon takes a grim turn as Bieber decides to rob the
bank for the money. He sprays paints a toy gun and to do the
robbing. He almost gets away but is chased by the police as
soon he is out of the bank. The video features a thrilling chase
with him riding a motorcycle. In the chorus, he sings ‘I need
you to hold on/Heaven is a place not too far away. The music
video has already gained 790k views online in just a few hours.
His soulful voice breathes life into the thought-provoking
lyrical illustrations.

He has teased his fans with a short clip from the video on his

social media on 4th March. In the 15-second
clip, he is staring down at a gun. He soon
picks it up and rides away on his motorcycle.
The single will be a part of his upcoming
album ‘Justice’, which is his sixth studio
album. His previously released songs ‘Lonely’
featuring Benny Blanco, ‘Anyone’, and ‘Holy’
with Chance the Rapper will also be featured
in the album. All of the songs were placed in
the top 40 on the Billboard Hot 100.

Justin Bieber announced the release of the
album last month. He said, ‘In creating this
album, my goal is to make music that will
provide comfort; to make songs that people
can relate to, and connect to, so they feel less
alone.’ He further explained, ‘Suffering,
injustice, and pain can leave people feeling
helpless. Music is a great way of reminding
each other that we aren’t alone.’ The album
’Justice’ will be dropping on March 19. He
released his �fth studio LP last year on
Valentine’s Day. 
Justine Bieber has performed a three-song set
in the virtual stream event of Spotify last
week. In the show, he performed ‘Holy’,
‘Anyone’, and a rearranged rendition of
‘Lonely.’ Last month he did a live stream
event called Bieber’s Valentine’s Day
Livestream concert in Tik Tok. It became the
most-viewed single artist live stream on the
platform. In the show, he performed tracks
from his 2013 compilation album ‘Journals’.
The show gained more than four million
views in two broadcasts. The latest single is
available on all major streaming platforms.
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Upcoming  Singer

Rap Artist Nex2c’s
New Song ‘Nex
Level’ is an
Engaging Lyrical
Saga Promoting
Self-Motivation
Listen to the tunes of musical,
creative, and personal optimism
with rapper Nex2c’s newly
released track, ‘Nex Level’, a
captivating stream of
motivational verses.

Hip hop and rap are now being
presented through a course of a
motivational and inspirational
lyrical saga by artist Nex2c. He
recently came out with the single,
‘Nex Level’ in collaboration with
fellow artist Bijoux and is leading
the audience towards a direction
of a positive approach towards
life. The artist is based out of
Little Rock who is known for his
fast-paced rapping skills that
carve various realistic stories and
themes. This particular song is
also about the struggles, trials,
and tribulations of his life and
about staying convicted to your
dreams and goals. The music and
lyrics of the song emit a sense of
upliftment that is conveyed to
the audience as components of
positive provocation. He puts his
best foot forward in bringing out
the pain and essence of the song.
He has had a tough year losing his
close people to Corona. In a
quest to make the best of his
personal life, he is investing all
his purpose and hard-work in
achieving the highest states of
accomplishment. The song also
uses various notes of modern-
day production arrangements
that give it a contemporary edge.

Rapper Nex2c’sexquisite
soundscape has restored a new
and unique wave in the modern-
day, relevant music scene. With
hip hop and rap, his proximities
of creative expressions are
endless. As a result, he speaks
his mind in his music that paves
the way for a deeper connection
with the audience. The song
‘Nex Level’ not only transfers
the artist to obtain liberation
but also allows the audience to
focus on their visions with equal
understanding. The song
captures the volatile nature of
the times that we live in but
burns the candle of hope that
will lead mankind towards a
better future. Hope is the
biggest component of his
soundscape identi�able in his
other songs as well such as 

‘Shine’, ‘Underdogs’, ‘Out Da
Ghetto’, and ‘Trust Issues’. His
music re�ects his persona and
hence, is the most honest and
truest form of creative expression.
Mixing an energetic �ow, lyrical
humor, and powerful delivery, he
retains the ability to captivate the
audience in an instance. He is a
storyteller and an epicenter of
creative motivation who is
constantly working towards
uplifting his audience. With such a
vision and humility, he will surely
reach the epitome of
acknowledgment in the days to
come. To know more about his
latest releases, follow him on
YouTube, Facebook, Instagram,
Twitter, and his of�cial website.
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Upcoming  Singer

Up and coming music
artist James Arthur has

come up with the
latest track 'Medicine'

Well, revered singer and
songwriter, James Arthur is healing
the listeners with his latest single
‘Medicine’. He has proved the
restorative power of love and
music.

The blissful voice of James Arthur
is winning the hearts of listeners
again with his latest single
‘Medicine’. The track is the result
of the artist’s songwriting sessions
in lockdown which he beautifully
crafted through a song. Its
poignant and deeply emotive lyric
is potent enough to stir the
emotions of the listeners. The
artist has done a great job with his
honey dripping voice and proli�c
vocal skills offer a blended essence
of pop, R&B, and soul music. The
musical arrangement is pretty
unique and bass-heavy enough to
provide a hook and hypnotic 

ambiance through which the artist sings
along. James has put a layer of artsyand
depth to the track with his sheer
individuality and heart-felt soulful
singing. The track has also been
released with an of�cial music video
that takes the listeners on an
intoxicating musical journey with �ashy
neon lights and trippy color schemes.

James is a well renowned English writer
and songwriter who has made some
signi�cant progress through the
industry with his emotionally rich
tracks. After his debut album, the
second studio album by James, ‘Back
from the Edge’ has garnered a lot of
attention with its lead single ‘Say You
Won't Let Go’ that topped the UK
Singles Chart. Later on, he released
another album in 2019, titled ‘You’.
Each of his musical releases hits
differently to the listeners. His musical 

journey started quite early in his
life; however, he gathered gained
everyone’s attention as the winner
of the ninth series of The X Factor,
back in 2012. The latest track
‘Medicine’ is just another
milestone on his consistent
musical journey. The track deals
with a sensitive subject matter of
relationships, connections,
community, and an ode to self.
James is uplifting everyone
including himself, through the
therapy called music. Follow James
Arthur over Spotify, YouTube,
Facebook, Instagram, and Twitter
to know more.

Track link: 

https://open.spotify.com/track/7C
HNIK6EGjnwpWkSpx6JZe
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Florida Singer

Camilla
Cabello is the
Newest in the
World of R&B
and Pop
Music
The famous singer and
songwriter, Camilla Cabello is
born in the beautiful Havana in
Cuba. The name of her parents is
Alejandro Cabello and Sinuhe
Estrabao. She was raised in
Cojimar town in East Havana. Her
father hails from Mexico but later
on, shifted base to Cuba.

Early Life and
Education
Her family shuttled between
Mexico City and Havana. Her
family shifted base to Miami in
Florida when she was just 5 years
old. Her parents did not have a
visa and after almost 18months
joined the rest of the family. In
2008, Cabello got her citizenship
in America.
She went on to attend the Miami
Palmetto High School when she
was in the 9th grade. She left the
school in the year 2012-13 and
the reason for leaving school was
for pursuing a career in singing.
Later on, she went on to get a
high school diploma.

Famous music of the
artist
Cabello collaborated with
Cashmere Cat, the famous
Norwegian DJ, and came up with
the track ‘Love Incredible’. The
track ‘Hey Ma’ was also

 recorded by Cabello along with
rappers like J Balvin and Pitbull
for the 2017 soundtrack, ‘The
Fate of the Furious'. She also
collaborated with singers like
Quavo, Travis Scott, and Major
Lazer for the famous track
‘Know No Better'.

Awards
Camilla is the winner of a
couple of Latin Grammy
Awards  along with 

a Billboard Music Award and four
American Music Awards. She has
also won a Billboard Women in
Music award and she has won it as
a Breakthrough Artist. She is also
the winner of four MTV Video
Music Awards, a couple of
iHeartRadio Music Awards, and
also three iHeartRadio Much
Music Awards.
 
Top Music or Album
In 2017, her maiden solo track 
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Florida  Singer

titled ‘Crying in the Club’ got released. Her track ‘Havana’ that also featured Young Thug’ reached the top spot
in music charts of countries like the USA, the UK, Canada, Australia, and France to name a few. Her maiden
album titled ‘Camilla’ has in�uences of Latin music and ballads and it was a top grosser among pop records.
Her tracks, ‘Never Be the Same’ and ‘Real Friends’ was among the top 10 entries in the Hot 100.

Latest Project

She began the ‘Never Be the Same Tour’ as a solo artist for the �rst time. She also did a cameo in the music
video ‘Girls Like You’, a music video by Maroon 5. She also performed in the opening act in her famous
‘Reputation Stadium Tour’ with Taylor Swift. Cabello also participated in Living Room Concert for America by
the iHeart Media. The program has raised funds and awareness for the pandemic. She also took part in the
Global Citizen Festival for the same reason. She also joined Shawn Mendes and was part of the protest that was
held in Miami after George Floyd was killed.

For more information visit here: 
https://www.camilacabello.com/
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Upcoming Singer

Harry Bodley-Scott
releases a brand new

single 'Instagram' with
intoxicating melodies
and honest narratives

The undeniably talented English
singer Harry Bodley-Scott depicts
his obsession for his former lover
over social media on the refreshing
new song ‘Instagram’.

Doesn’t it really hurt when you see
your ex moving on so fast and
posting pictures that look like they
are having the best moment of
their life without thinking about
you? Most of the heartbroken
deadbeats feel the same pang when
they scroll down Instagram and see
that they are not anyone’s priority
anymore. Harry Bodley-Scott, the
English singer and songwriter
follows this trend and thinks to
pour his heavy-weight emotions
into the heart-wrenching melodies
of his new single titled ‘Instagram’.
Inspired by the common

phenomenon of stalking and growing
obsession on social media, he �nds a
way to burst his emotions into a
creative �ow with the song. The pristine
song production and groovy electro-
pop notes merged with fearless
confessions make it the perfect bait for
EDM lovers. The social media fanatics
don’t know when it becomes an
unhealthy obsession from
unconditional love. He devotes his
passion for melodies and synced words
to encounter the inner destruction he is
bearing.

Harry Bodley-Scott is hardly 24 years
old, making wonderful compositions
that are bound to move your head and
melt your heart. He is trying his best to
continue the legacy of his parents. He
was brought up in a musical family. His
father has always directed him towards
playing instruments since his father's
knack for classical music. Harry’s 

mother instructed him to delve
into soul and reggae to understand
the variations of melodies. He
enjoyed playing music from a
young age and decided to study
music further in London.
Currently, he has composed the
emotive, delicate, and intimate
single ‘Instagram’ to express his
thoughts on the love that got away.
His radical moves to embrace the
past moments push him to �nd his
ex on Instagram and �nd an answer
for his bruises. Get it exclusively
on Spotify, Facebook, Instagram,
and Twitter.

Listen to his Track on Spotify:

https://open.spotify.com/track/24
AmU9ZYvyx7rvB�GtAEW
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DJ Reecey Dixon announces his
next release, launching ‘Down

With Me’ in April

The internationally acclaimed
House and EDM producer and
DJ Reecey Dixon returns to the
current music scene with brand new
dance music ‘Down With Me’ after a
hiatus.

The word ‘wunderkind’ is the
perfect �t for the versatile House
music artist and producer Reecey
Dixon. The future of Deep House
and the EDM music scene looks
blurry without his musical
contribution. It is hard to such a
powerful organic discography so
often in the heavy House and speed
garage genre. He has announced to
bring a new record ‘Down With 

 Me’ with thudding bass work on
April 1st. It has become vague
when he actually burst onto the
music scene because it has been a
long since his debut record. He
claims to be an erudite who has
set a new wave in the speci�c
genre. He started making serious
progress with his tremendous
musical and creative skills at a
tender age.

He was drawn to create
musiconce he started
participating in the local gigs. He
became a familiar face on such
venues of the gig. It wasn’t
dif�cult for him to captivate the

 young crowd with his insanely
charming music House music
drops and dope musicality. He had
a glorious introduction to the
world of music with the big gigs
and behind the scene
presentations. He carried on for a
while till his head went underwater
and he couldn’t breathe. He
decided to take a big hiatus to map
out some unsettled factors of his
life.

West Midlands is the hotbed of
cutting-edge electronic music. It is
the most exciting part of England
famous for its independent EDM
scene. Mission Records UK is the
label that is home for new
recording artists and producers.
Reecey Dixon didn’t think twice
before signing to them for his
upcoming music production. His
music has evolved from the dawn
of day. His idea of taking a break
from music �nally concluded with
a brand new high-voltage House
music release ‘Down With Me’. A
mystic musical chapter started in
his life since the pandemic
disorientation came into existence.
Meanwhile, being in his house for
few months locked due to the
Coronavirus, he found a
breathtaking realization. He
revamped his home studio and
started recording several songs.
The new song is going to be the life
of party.
His new music must have created
enough pressure for the barometer.
His sensational style is famous for
engaging the youth with dynamic
House drops and an escape to
ecstasy. The excitement of
nocturnal life is the muse for
making the new song. He digs deep
with introspection with the striking
dance hooks and high jinks of the
drops. Visit all the major streaming
platforms to hear the new song on
April 1st.
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Upcoming Singer

American R&B singer X.A.E, releases his highly anticipated
album 'Before and After' on top streaming platforms

Promising R&B artist from
California, X.A.E. offers a glimpse
of authentic R&B resonance
me5rged with his spectacular
singing in his recent album ‘Before
and After’.

The soulful genre of R&B
generates exceptional emotional
reactions among listeners making
them connect with the audience on
different levels. Seasoned R&B
singer from Long Beach, X.A.E. has
established a soundscape that is
purely driven by different potent
human emotions. He has recently
released an album  titled 

‘Before and After’ on popular streaming
platforms consisting of 7 outstanding
R&B pieces. The album opens with the
blissful number ‘4 Some Time’ that
features an addictive melody teamed
with his mesmerizing vocal
performance.The articulate singer
weaves an astonishing lyrical form that
inspires the audience has a positive
attitude towards life.
Hailing from California, the up-and-
coming R&B musician is setting an
example to the contemporary crowd
with his incredible rendition of the
genre. Refusing to restrict
his  soundscape with the conventional
musical norms, X.A.E. is always

 embedding diverse thematic
elements from other genres. The
rich rhythmic �ow is prominent in
his recent album ‘Before and
After’. The songs like ‘My type’,
‘Thanks to You’, ‘Numb’, ‘Put on
My Sweater (Let Me Love You
Cover’, and more from the album
has created a powerful ripple in the
industry. The tracks deal with
success, love, heartbreak, more
forging a bond with the listeners.
Listen to his vast collection on
Apple Music. Follow him on these
platforms to get updates about his
latest releases.
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Sonat Bağcan sings in her pristine
vocals to show deep for the lord in 'I

Shall Call You My Lord'

The visionary vocalist Sonat Bağcan pours her passion in the new worship music video ‘I Shall Call You My
Lord’ redeemed from the sins in the light of the lord.

The freshness in Sonat Bağcan’s magical vocals takes the audience from one extreme to another with the
passionate boutade shown in the beautiful music video ‘I Shall Call You My Lord’. Her powerful chorus in the
prayer lingers even when the clip completes. She reaches to the other side of the world in her vision to connect
with the lord of the world. She approaches with a broad vision to show the road to empathy by following the
lord’s guidance. She becomes the voice of the Anatolian Saints, instilling faith in mankind with their judicious
words.

Sonat Bağcan was a born musician. She grew up in a musical lineage that enriched her musical experience
since her childhood. She excelled her vocal power while serving in choirs such as Ankara Music Association
Children’s Choir, TRT Ankara Polyphonic Youth Choir, Anadolu Selen Chamber Choir. In 2015, she dropped an
amazing lullaby album “Sevgiyle Yürü Yolunu” which led her to immense global popularity. Now, she sends
cosmic energy to everyone in the music video ‘I Shall Call You My Lord’ to understand the surmise from its
lyrics. ‘Çağırayım Mevlam Seni’ is the same song released on Spotify under her new EP Sine-i Saf. Get it right
now on her website, Spotify and Youtube.
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The journey of Miami Street Rapper Pitbull to Global success

Pitbull is a very popular name in
the music industry whose music
has created a long legacy for the
versatile artist. The �rst thing one
notices when he enters the stage is
the way he bounces, as his
enthusiasm is highly infectious,
similar to many of his hits. He has
recorded more than hundreds of
songs and has sold above 70
million singles, with more than 67
million digital downloads. The
singer has performed in over 50
countries. His signature style
includes wearing a tuxedo which

he wears from his clothing line with the
bow tie undone. Here is a summary of
the legend’s long-spanned career.

ABOUT (BORN, CITY)
Armando Christian Pérez most popular
by his stage name Pitbull is an American
singer, rapper, songwriter, brand
ambassador, philanthropist, and
businessman who started his career in
the early 2000s. Born on January 15,
1981, Miami to Cuban parents, the
Cuban-American artist records for Latin
hip-hop, reggae ton, and crunk music
under various labels.

EARLY LIFE AND
EDUCATION

During his growing-up years,
Pitbull was in�uenced by the
Miami bass genre of pop and has
often cited Willy Chirino and Celia
Cruz as main sources of her
inspiration. The rapper attended
the South Miami Senior High
School before he �nally graduated
from Miami Coral Park High
School, where he shifted his focus
on rapping.
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FAMOUS MUSIC OF THE ARTIST

In 2001, Pitbull was signed to Luke Records by Jullian Boothe, and soon after the end of the contract; he
started his work with Robert Fernandez of Famous Artist Music & Management. Fernandez who was a big fan
of Pitbull’s work, introduced him to Lil Jon, in the hope to secure a small guest intro spot on Lil Jon’s next
album named Kings of Crunk. Back in 2004, he released his debut album titled M.I.A.M.I and soon dropped his
second album, El Mariel, in 2006, and then his third The Boatlift, in 2007. Rebelution, which was his fourth
album, comes with his breakthrough hit single named I Know You Want Me, which went ahead to secure the
number two spot on the US Billboard Hot 100 and also the number four on the UK Singles Chart. In 2010, Pitbull
performed ‘We Are the World’ that included a group of other artists. He went on to become one of the most
nominated artists of the 2011 Billboard Latin Music Awards. In 2011, Jennifer Lopee Me Everything’.AWARDSz
released ‘Love’ where Pitbull was featured on two singles. Other singles he released in 2011 are ‘Hey Baby’ and
‘Giv

Having won almost all kinds of music awards, Pitbull has so far achieved the Award for Favorite Male Music
Artist in 2011 and 2012. Back in 2012, Pitbull bagged the award for the Best Urban artist. In 2019, he achieved
the Golden Plate Award of the American Academy of Achievement for arts and philanthropy.

TOP MUSIC OR ALBUM

The iconic star has delivered numerous hit singles and albums so far. A few of the best ones are: ‘Time of Our
Lives’, ‘Hey Baby (Drop It To The Floor)’, ‘Hotel Room Service’, ‘Feel This Moment’, ‘I Know You Want Me
(Calle Ocho)’, ‘On the Floor’, ‘I Like It’, ‘DJ Got Us Falling in Love’, ‘Timber’, and ‘Give Me Everything’.

LATEST PROJECT

After having released ten studio albums and having sold more than 5 million records, globally, Pitbull has
extended his reach to the clothing line, television, and �lm Production Company, endorsement deals, multiple
charter schools, a Miami Beach restaurant, and much more. Some of his upcoming projects include a tour on
March 27, 28, June 24, 25, and August 5, 2021. The artist is all set to release his 10th studio album, Climate
Change.
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Emerging rapper
King Hansom is

dishing out everyone
with his amazing hip
hop representations

The essence of new-age hip-hop music is carried
forward by the rising hip-hop artist King Hansom.
The artist is making some signi�cant progress
through the music industry with his talent, skill,
musical creativity, and exquisite bangers. He is
providing the listeners some new root for hip-hop
music.

About

This multifaceted rapper is hailing from Newport in
Rhode Island and spreading his musical aura all over
the world. The artist has developed his knack for hip
hop and rap music at a very young age and gradually
nurtured his musical skills as he grew up. Even
though his passion for music has grown earlier, the
artist started his musical career only two years back
and already proved his potential with consecutive hit
releases.

Musical career

Starting back in 2018, the artist has released several
singles in only two years. King’s musical arsenal is �lled
with enticing bangers like ‘China Man X3’, ‘OTF only
the family’, ‘Family Tree/30 in the 4th’, ‘Good die
young’, ‘SUB-0’, and the list keeps ongoing. The artist
did not only make solo projects but enlisted himself in
several collaboration projects with other emerging
rappers and artists. He has collaborated with KracBbi,
Pip nyce, and Freddie Black and featured them for the
tracks ‘I ain’t know it’, ‘different community’, and
‘energy’ respectively. Each of the collaboration projects
is a musical hit that does not only showcases the
artist’s proli�c rapping skills but also pushes the whole
hip-hop community even further. All of the tracks have
received visual support and the of�cial music videos
have been released under the production of Souljah Set
Films and Ent.

Latest Projects

After a devastating year of the Global pandemic, where
all the musicians have been struggling to produce more
music; King continued his musical consistency by
crafting some of the best singles of his musical journey,
namely ‘Glow Up’, ‘antisocial’, and last but not the least
‘21’. The latest banger ‘21’ has premiered on 21st
March, a collaboration project with Skyler Ray. The
track is creating a huge buzz among the listeners not
only as a banger but as a subtle punch of motivation
and appreciation. The subject matter of the track is
based on the survival of 2020, the pandemic year. The
artist is spreading God’s blessing to the survivors. The
of�cial music video of the track also matches the
theme as it provides an ambiance of a gloomy
graveyard with the reminiscent of long-lost people.

Upcoming Project

Currently, this artist is eagerly waiting for his upcoming
project ‘My People’ which is scheduled to be premiered
on 21st April of this year. Stay tuned on YouTube to
know more.
King hansom 21 (Feat. Skyler Ray) of�cial music video
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ZARA LARSSON HAS TEAMED UP WITH
IKEA FOR AN ONLINE CONCERT
DEDICATING TO INTERNATIONAL

WOMEN'S DAY
Iconic Swedish pop star Zara Larsson has provided an
unwavering performance at the International Women’s Day
concert. The concert was featured by some of the greatest hits
by the artist like ‘WOW’, ‘Ruin My Life’, etc which appears on
the latest album. It is the �rst the artist could perform her
latest track at a live concert after series of lockdowns. The
singer has dropped her latest album ‘Poster Girl’ which
consists of twelve blissful and enticing tracks like ‘Right Here’,
‘I Need Love’, ‘Stuck With You’, etc to name some. The album
was released on 5th March. She said in an interview with the
PAPER that, this album is solely based on an empowering
collection of tracks that celebrates womanhood and
in�uences others, just like she used to get in�uenced. These
in�uences have helped while growing up and now she is
spreading that among all. The artist further said, "It also has
this coming-of-womanhood sense to it."
This virtual concert was presented by Live Nation in 

collaboration with Swedish retail giant IKEA.
It was scheduled to air exclusively on
Larsson’s YouTube channel for a limited
time(6 PM GMT on 8th March 2021 or 2 am,
9th March in Singapore). Marcus Engman, the
Chief Creative Of�cer of Ingka Group, said
that all the companies and franchises were
very much thrilled to collaborate with Zara as
her passionate voice and musical approach
can be very much in�uential on the event of
International Women’s Day. Likewise, the
artist also shared her excitement by saying, “I
am so excited to collaborate with IKEA on
this performance on International Women’s
Day,” when the event was announced. She
also said, “I have always felt so passionately
about equality and I’m excited to dedicate
my �rst show in over a year to all the amazing
women around the world. I have missed
performing live so much during this time I
hope my band, dancers and I can bring some
sparkle and fun to your homes.”

Larsson set �re on the stage with her �awless
performance in an embellished blue two-
piece and beautiful matching gloves. The
stage was well-lit with blue-tinted lights to
create an ambiance. Her out�t has
complemented her sassy singing, dancing,
and enigmatic personality. Later on, the stage
keeps evolving with different tracks and so do
the colors from blue to pink, white and red
eventually. Zara also changes to a shimmery
purple bodysuit. While the singer captivates
the listeners her meandering vocal range, the
co-dancers and musicians enrich the whole
arrangement with their choreography and
united musical effort. Her invigorating
performance has brought up some
reminiscence of her 2020 MTV EMA's
performance of "WOW". In the middle of the
show, Zara pauses from her non-stop pop
ballad and shares a few words on the
empowerment of women and the importance
of equity. The ambiance changes as she starts
singing ‘Need Love’ with First Aid Kit with her
blissful vocals.
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Priyanka
Chopra, Nick
Jonas set to
announce the
Oscar
nominations on
March 15
Hollywood power couple
Priyanka Chopra and Nick Jonas
who are currently residing in
London, informed their fans on
Thursday that they are all ready
to announce the nominations for
the 93rd Academy Awards on
Monday morning.
When the nominations are
announced �rst thing on Monday
morning, 15th March, a Jonas
brother and his wife would do the
honors by unveiling the
nominations in all 23 categories.
The two-part live stream will
broadcast on Oscars.org,
Oscar.com, and also across the
Academy’s Twitter, Facebook,
and YouTube accounts.

The �rst portion will start at 8.19
am ET on March 15 where nine
categories will be disclosed,
including the original score. The
second half will begin at 8.31 am
ET and includes the �nal 14
categories, including the top
prizes like the best picture and
the actor, and the actress in the
leading role, the original song
nominees shall also be
announced in the second half.
The point for Disney and Pixar’s
Soul appears like a lock for an
original score Oscars Nomination
after Trent Reznor, Atticus Ross,
and Jon Batiste picked up the
prize at both the 

Golden Globes and Sunday’s
Criti9cs Choice Awards. The
category for the original song is
a little less clear with ‘lo Si
(Seen)’ from The Life Ahead (La
Vita Davanti a Se) earning a
Globe for Diane Warren, Laura
Pausini, and Niccolo Agliardi,
while ‘Speak Now’ from One
Night in Miami…(credited to
Sam Ashworth and Leslie Odom
Jr.) won the Critics Choice
Award in the same category.
But it seems that the audience
has to wait until Monday to �nd
out who the Jonases announce
in both the music categories,
while also looking out for
possible music-adjacent acting
nods for Odom as Sam Cooke in
One Night, Globe winner Andra
Day as Billie Holiday in The
United States vs. Billie Holiday,
and Viola Davis in Ma Rainey’s
Black Bottom.
Jonas shared the news of the
event in a hilarious video being
posted on her Twitter account.
They leafed out a popular trend
on TikTok, where the 38-y ear-
old actor asked in the video ‘Tell
me we are announcing, without
telling me we are 

announcing the Oscar
nominations.

 Nick, who was standing just
behind her, reminded her that she
already disclosed the
announcement to her fans with
the following statement. 

Furthermore, the actor wrote on
Twitter asking ‘Hey The Academy,
any chance I can announce the
Oscar nominations solo?’ And,
concluded by saying ‘Just kidding,
love you, Nick Jonas!’. ‘We are so
excited to be announcing the
#OscarNoms on Monday, March
15th at 5.19 am PDT.

This is for the very �rst time when
the couple would be announcing
the Academy Award nominations.

 In various other editions of the
prestigious award ceremony, the
power couple has taken to the
stage to present awards for various
categori8es. But in the 93rd
Academy Awards that was
previously scheduled to take place
on February 28, but later got
postponed to April 25 due to the
CIVID-19 restrictions, they shall
be announcing the nominations
for the very �rst time.
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Latin Music King: Ricky
Martin and everything to

know about him
Unwavering pop singer Ricky Martin has always
occupied his place among the best singers in the ‘90s
both the Spanish and English music industry. He is a
Puerto Rican singer, songwriter, actor, and versatile
performer who garnered the title ‘” King Of Latin
Pop”.

About
Enrique Martín Morales, better known as Ricky
Martin was born on 24th December 1971 in Puerto
Rico, Spain. Son of Nereida Morales, this artist had
his share of ups and downs as his parents got
divorced when he was only two years old. While
growing up and shifting frequently with his father,
brothers, and sisters; the artist grew his love for
music and gradually nurtured it. With a family
inclined towards music and grandfather being a
poet, the artist has taken his in�uence and support
from this family and has successfully represented
through music till now. Proli�c musicianship skills
and bilingual powerful vocal skills make Ricky one of
the best pop singers even in the modern era.

Early life and education
The connection with music and media has started at
an early age as he started doing commercials at the
age of 6 years only. Later on, he joined a Mexican boy
band or musical group, named ‘Muendo’. He
continued to perform with the band until he was 18
years old. He auditioned for the 

band thrice and �nally could make a place for himself
in 1984. 

Famous music
Ricky is one of the most versatile artists who has
performed for commercials, events, TV shows and
recorded many singles and albums throughout his
persistent musical career. His debut solo album ‘Ricky
Martin’ was released in 1988, which was quickly
followed by ‘Me Amaras’, in 1989. However, his all-time
blockbuster hit "La Copa de la Vida" ("The Cup of Life")
has made the global audience dance and enjoy. He
performed the track in the 1998 World Cup soccer
tournament in France in front of 2 billion people. In
late 2000, the artist released an album named ‘Sound
Loaded’ which features his hit single ‘She Bangs’.
Another album named ‘Life’ was released in 2005,
another English album.

Awards
With such an enigmatic musical career, the artist has
received more than 200 awards. He has garnered �ve
Latin Grammy Awards, two Grammy Awards, three
Billboard Music Awards, two American Music Awards,
two Latin Music Awards, and many others. He has also
garnered �ve MTV music video awards, eight World
Music Awards and has been nominated for Emmy many
times.

Latest Project
The artist published his best-selling autobiography
‘Me’ in 2010. He also paired up with Joss Stone for the
single ‘The Best Thing About Me Is You’, a romantic
ballad. In 2011, Ricky released another album “Música
+ Alma + Sexo” with a major Spanish in�uence. Not
only music, but the artist has also appeared in ‘Glee’ in
2012 and ‘The Assassination of Gianni Versace:
American Crime Story’ in 2018.
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“Money in the bank” Ft
Trapanesechik & Pt mullah by
Yung X unleashes surprising

melodic hooks

Yung X drops his latest hit record “Money in the
bank” Ft Trapanesechik & Pt mullah that upholds
his lovable style and satis�es listeners with its groovy
essentials.

It’s hard not to groove when Yung X gets in the mood
to create something melodic yet something that
matches his style. His music is beyond the reach of
the mediocre and the rapper is pushing it hard to get
through to the top. The high-rated rapper switches
between emo rap and intricate melody-driven
soundscape to hit the listener’s attention with
impact.

His signature style to narrate the rap with a hooking
groove is mind-blowing. The artist’s raw vocals
embody a punk kind-of attitude, but the sound lives
up to the aesthetics to comfort the demands of the
new-age listeners. At such a young 

age, the artist shows how versatile he could be and the
best introduction to his caliber is his latest music video
“Money in the bank” Ft Trapanesechik & Pt mullah
that con�rms his superiority in the genre.

His strong songwriting, memorable hooks, and ability
to strike a genuine connection with the audience seem
to be his greatest strength and just shows how
abundant is his potential in the �eld. The artist’s music
is more of a modern melodic hip-hop anthem that
combines a catchy hook, well-sung, and well-infused
melodies, and stylistic rapping over hitting infectious
beats. As the track keeps growing melodically, a female
voice pours in seamlessly and the blend of both the
vocal tonality completely steer the mood of the rack.

It sounds like the perfect concoction of diverse rap
styles as each individual presents their unique version
of rap that draws and captivates the attention
permanently. The songwriting is raw and oozes a
sensuous vibe with every verse. The overall theme
bui8lds up the mood and the quickly impressive hook
melody evolves into something highly addictive.

Yung X has received a wonderful response from the
crowd for his tremendous potential and the sonic
elements he brings to the table with much perfection.
The clarity and the devotion with which the rapper
executes his genuine musical pieces preserve the very
raw essence of hip-hop. The latest single “Money in the
bank” Ft Trapanesechik & Pt mullah celebrates his
creativity most profoundly and the other featuring
artists contribute their best to make the composition
far more unsettling.

All of it, which includes the intriguing concept, the new
way of playing with the sound arrangement, the
personal details, and the refreshing attitude to deal
with hip-hop, speaks volumes on behalf of his quirky
musicality. Hear it on YouTube now.

Yung X “Money in thYung X “Money in th……
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Ariana
Grande
becomes the
most-loved
pop princess
of this decade
Even if you try to �nd someone
who hasn’t heard the name of the
outreached pop singer Ariana
Grande with a spyglass, it is
impossible to �nd one person in
the whole wide world. She had
the X factor since she was a child.
From a child artist starring in the
Nickelodeon show Victorious to
landing on the pop music
industry with two Grammy
awards, she came a long way to
become the pop queen in 2021.

Things to know about
Ariana Grande: 
She is an American singer and
actress born in Boca Raton,
Florida. Currently, she is 27 years
old and pursuing a musical and
acting career. She was born on
26th June 1993 at 9:16 p.m. She
has a set of nicknames and Ari,
Little Red, Riri are the famous
ones.

What makes her an
emotional water sign?
In other words, we are going to
feed you some exceptional
details about her life. It’s not just
her music that gives us enough
material to spend the whole night
talking about. Did you guys know
that she is a cancer 

according to her zodiac sign?
She possesses all the traits of
the water sign because she was
born on 26th June 1993. She is a
carefree soul with an incredibly
sensitive character who loves to
spread her wings without
committing to social norms.
Songs like ‘Positions’, ‘7 Rings’
and ‘MONOPOLY’ show her
determination and domination
in her life and around the
people who mean the world to
her.

Early life and
education: 
Her father is Edward Butera and
her mother’s name is Joan Grande.
She has a brother named Frankie J.
Grande. Her father had a graphic
design �rm and her mother worked
as the CEO of ‘Horse-McCann
Communications’. Her parents
were married in New York. Later,
they moved to Florida when Joan
Grande was pregnant with little
Ariana.
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She completed her schooling at ‘Pine Crest School’ and ‘North
Broward Preparatory School’.

 Ariana was kin to act in the play since she was young. She
participated in two plays acting on two roles from ‘Beauty And
The Beast’ and ‘The Wizard Of Oz. Sheappeared on national
television at a young age for performing ‘The Star Spangled
Banner’.

She had high hopes for her artistic skill. Hence, she decided to
come to Los Angeles when she was just 13 years old. She
wanted to record her �rst R&B album but the managers didn’t
see enough potential in her because she was too young to �t in
the industry.

She took her �rst shot in the Broadway theatre with the role
she played in the musical ‘13’. She got her big break in 2009.
She bagged the role of Cat Valentine in the sitcom ‘Victorious’
on Nickelodeon.

 Famous music and top albums:
She signed a contract with Republic Records in 2011. She
released her debut R&B album Yours Truly in 2013.

‘Side to Side’, ‘7 rings’, ‘Bang Band’, ‘Break
Free’, ‘Into You’, ‘god is a woman’, One Last
Time’, ‘Rain On Me’, ‘love me harder’,
‘Problem’ and ‘Focus’ are the most popular
songs of the pop queen.

Top albums under her hood are My
Everything, Dangerous Woman, Positions,
and Thank U, Next.

Awards:
She won New Artist of the Year at the
American Music Awards in 2013. She got
Nickelodeon Kids' Choice Awards for her
favorite TV actress. For the song ‘Problem’,
she received the Best Pop Video award at the
31st annual MTV Video Music Awards. She
got Best Song at the 2014 MTV Europe Music
Award for the same song. She was nominated
twice at the 57th Annual Grammy Awards.
Back in 2015, she was the winner of the
American Music Award for Favorite Pop/Rock
Female Artist. She also received an
iHeartRadio Music Award at the same time.
She got the American Music Award for Artist
of the Year in 2016. In 2018, received another
award for the best pop video at the MTV
Video Music Awards for "No Tears Left to
Cry". At the end of the year, she earned the
title Billboard's Woman of the Year. She had
her �rst Grammy win for Best pop vocal
Album for Sweetener next year.

2019 Brit Awards- International Female Solo
Artist.

2019 Billboards Music Awards- Billboard
Chart Achievement and Top Female Artist.

2019 MTV Video Music Awards- 3 awards

63rd Annual Grammy Awards in 2020- Best
Pop Duo/Group Performance for "Rain on
Me"

Latest Project:
Adam McKay’s "Don’t Look Up", an upcoming
Net�ix comedy, stars Ariana Grande. She is
going to release a Net�ix concert movie
“Excuse Me, I Love You.” Her new album
‘Positions’ is currently ruling the Billboard
chart.
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Watch Doja Cat
performing the
silhouette challenge in
her latest man-
catching spider role in
the video 'Streets'
Rapper and singer Doja Cat who has recently been
nominated for three Grammy Awards has dropped a
sultry and perhaps scary new video ‘Streets’ that is
sure to leave the fans shocked and surprised with her
gorgeous new avatar. The song is one of her most
anticipated releases so far and is an R&B ballad that
showcases her �aunting both her singing and
rapping most magni�cently. The video kicks in with
cars stuck in heavy traf�c, out of which there is one
car with a driver who is mesmerized by Doja’s
mannequin. As the song progresses, she pulls off her
version of the 

silhouette challenge from behind the window as she
dances against a deep red light. Soon Doja dances on
the top of a car in front of numerous zombie-like-men
as she pulls closer to the before-mentioned driver into
her spider-web. The video comes wrapped in various
creepy and dark clips showing the singer taking the
charge of it all.

The song ‘Streets’ much-hyped popularity is credited
to the fact that it uses a mash-up of Streets and Paul
Anka’s 1959 track Put Your Head On My Shoulder.
‘Streets’ has taken part in the popular Silhouette
Challenge featured on TikTok and gave it a sultry spin
to capture the audience’s attention quickly. Doja Cat
gives a tour around with her wild and dark fantasies
through the eyes of the cab driver. The audience can
see her long trail of undead lovers as she captures them
all in the giant spider web and �nally settles with the
object of her fondness in a nuclear-testing site. On-
and-off the rapper-singer has always astonished the
audience and mostly her fans with her terrifying
versatility and the latest video only contribute to her
lineage. Her personality is intimidating and her
wordplay does the rest of the magic. Watch the full
video on YouTube now.
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Intelligent Diva gives
an insight into her life

with the web
documentary series
‘The Evolution of A

Diva’

The proli�c artist, Intelligent Diva
has spoken about working on a web
documentary series that delves
deep into her life. The series is
aptly titled ‘The Evolution of A
Diva’ where she shares her
chequered journey as an artist. The
independent artist is multi-faceted
and is known for her varied roles
that she deftly plays with
incredible dexterity. She is a very
popular singer, model, label
executive, actress, songwriter, and
also a rapper. The web series is
meant to be educational as the
music artist shares a variety of tips
to all those aspiring artists who
want to take the plunge in the
entertainment industry as an artist.
The singer wants to make the series
an inspirational one and urge them
to follow their dreams without
quitting. In every episode, a live
performance is going to be
featured based on one of her
tracks.

A monologue is also included as part of
each episode where the actress is seen
performing and acting on various roles.
Her love for the heart has drawn her to
all these aspiring artists. This platform
is meant for wannabe artists who want
to break into the entertainment
industry. Suqura Shannon, a very
talented painter, and Jashua Kenner, the
voice actor is going to be part of the
second episode of the web series. The
series is going to have as many as 8
episodes and all of these are going to be
featured on YouTube, Amazon Prime,
and Vimeo. The �rst episode of the
series is trending on YouTube.

Episode 1 of the web series, ‘The
Evolution of A Diva’ is going to feature
some brilliant live performances by the
artist. The amazing artist, Intelligent
Diva is all set to feature with Aaron
Bing, the jazz musician for her track
‘Become Your Wife’. Vercountess
Hendricks happens to be the personal
assistant who also featured in the web 

series. The personal assistant is
seen convincing the singer to come
back to music once again. The
second episode of the web series is
going to be a treat according to the
pop and urban music artist. She is
gearing up to play the role of Grand
T Diva, her grandmother. She has
dedicated this episode to her
grandmother who has been a great
source of inspiration for her. A lot
of humor is expected to be added
by the character and she happens
to be the most exciting character in
the entire documentary. Some
behind the scene clips and camera
tricks are added into the episode
and SFR beats have produced the
music.
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BLACKPINK's
ROSÉ has
premiered
her highly-
anticipated
solo debut
single 'On
The Ground'
Top Korean Girl band
BLACKPINK’s ROSÉ has come up
with her debut solo single, titled
‘On The Ground’. The of�cial
music video premiered today on
12th March, at 2 p.m. KST. It is
the title track of her �rst solo
album, named “R”. The music
video is produced by Teddy, 24,
and many other producers like
Jon Bellion, Jorgen Odegard,
ojivolta, etc. The music video
features ROSÉ in various
fashionable out�ts and vibrant
colors, starting with Black and
Pink. Meanwhile, the fanatics are
guessing whether it’s a
metaphorical link to her band,
the pop track proceeds with a
grunge-like ambiance with
burning cars, falling chandeliers,
�re, and �ashes in an abandoned
amusement park-like setting. The
series of destruction is well
balanced with creativity,
aesthetic and soothing color
palette. At the end of the video,
The artist could be seen
performing and levitating in a
�eld full of white and pink
�owers to the horizon. The
climax is a soothing relief after
the destruction. This track is 

completely English and the
subject matter revolves around
realizing the importance within
oneself. Dealing with self-
re�ection and self-love, the
cinematography of the video
perfectly portrays the narrative
and puts a deeper impact on the
listeners and viewers as well.
Visit ROSÉ’s YouTube channel
to witness.

ROSÉ is a multifaceted artist
from New Zealand who has
garnered a lot of attention and
world recognition while
performing with her band
BLACKPINK and that is why her
solo project has been standing
at the epitome of anticipation.
Usually, the followers and
listeners fall in great doubt that
the artist might have left the
band whenever a member starts
performing solo. Well, guess
what? K-pop is breaking the
norms as ROSÉ is not going to
leave the group and she is a
former member of the band.
And most importantly, she is
not the �rst member to make a
solo project. Her fellow 

bandmate Jennie has previously
released a project, named ‘Solo’ in
2018. As a matter of fact, these
solo efforts by the members are
pretty common in K-pop that
boosts the band’s popularity as
well. The K-pop culture, their
brand, and music collaboration
have enriched western culture as
well. However, most of the
listeners can only remember the
group’s name but fail to name a
member from there.
 She is born in New Zealand and
raised in Australia which makes
her a native English speaker. As a
solo artist, her musical works are
completely different than what
most listeners seek from a K-pop
artist. The latest track ‘On The
Ground’ provides a more intimate
and intriguing English pop ballad-
like musical experience than a
sugary dance-pop number. So do
not expect any exciting
choreography here. Not to
emphasize the solo debut, but
ROSÉ’s solo venture of the
musical journey is initiating a new
chapter in the history of K-pop
music and their quest for musical
world domination.
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The post-millennial
charts are currently
bombarded with
anticipation and
excitement following Nick
Jonas’s new album
release, ‘Spaceman’. It is
the fourth studio album
by the artist is a plush
mid-tempo pop ensemble
that is produced by Greg
Kurstin. The beats are
smooth and endearing
that use various samples
ranging in MOR swatches.
The album is also heavily
�ooded with �exible bass
lines that give the
collective vibe an instant
uplifting virtue. His
honeyed vocals
seamlessly blend into the
sonic soundscape and
make for an olfactory
treat for the audience. In a
previous interview, the
artist stated that the title
track for the album was
inspired by his life during
the lockdown that led to
existential and personal
crises. The 27-year-old
artist is ambitious in the
project as he sets out to
accomplish a dreamy and
drifty affair. The album
contains 11 songs each
comprising of various
thematic bundles ranging
from socio-political
issues to personal plights.
The artist seems
immersive in his musi cal
delivery as he glides
through the patterns and
chronology of each song
to reach the epitome of
creative glory. Some of
the songs from the 

4.5/5
By Daily Music Roll

ARTIST NICK JONAS'
NEW ALBUM

'SPACEMAN' IS A
COMFORTABLY PACED

MID-TEMPO POP
COURSE

         

album  that create this ambient experience of
contemporary pop include ‘Don’t Give Up On Us’, 

‘Heights’, ‘Spaceman’, and
‘2Drnk’ among others.
Artist Nick Jonas bears it
all about his trials in the
opening song of the
album. The songs from
‘Spaceman’
show individuality in
terms of production and
collective composition.
There is a subtle strain of
the Eighties pop glory all
across the album that
makes it �t as a dance
�oor record. In one word,
it can be called
atmospheric as the sound
matures into a deep
creative understanding by
the end of the record.
Smooth, experimental,
and new-age, the album
instantly captures the
young crowd. Although
they use sounds to form
the 90s and the 80s, the
result is more like an
evolved sound that
emerged from the
foundation rather than an
outright copy.  The vocal
harmony blends with the
vintage production with
the traces of saxophone
making the song elevate
into a soul-rendering
piece. ‘Sexual’ is about
the tension that re�ects in
its pulsating percussion
patterns. Each song
imbibes an assortment of
in�uences and cuts their
own identities through the
process. The artist is
clearly at the high-end
side of creative skills with
his latest record. Listen to
his new album on repeat
on Spotify right now.
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'Work It Out Now' by
Intelligent Diva gets the
blood rushing with its
grand sonic arrangement
Intelligent Diva releases ‘Work It Out Now’
the perfect dance number to tune into. The
singer performs passionately to paint a
whole new image of her excellence.

A singer, songwriter, entrepreneur, rapper, actress, model, and
also a label executive, Intelligent Diva has it all covered and is
one of the top riding ladies dominating the industry. The artist
hones a legendary style and her fascinating method of singing,
and songwriting has placed her on the top of all music charts. 

The artist has a fantastic vocal appeal and
ensures that her songs hold a deeper meaning
to resonate with a wider audience group. She
is �erce, independent, and is navigating with
unwavering con�dence to rule the hearts of
her fans.

With a new wave vibe and upbeat melodic
tune, the singer has released her latest track
‘Work It Out Now’ which features her unique
vocal strength. From no angle does the singer
sound delicate rather owns the stage with her
powerful vocal range. Her voice is impeccable
and so is the upbeat, energetic, and anthem-
like sound arrangement that sounds like a
perfect mood booster. The song makes for a
catchy dance number and the singer’s
hypnotic voice marches up to the ambiance
perfectly. The melody haunts and so does the
�ne fusion of the dynamic singer’s freestyle
pop. She fully commits to the moment and
her refreshing approach soars the
temperature high.

Intelligent Diva is most certainly the new
generation diva whose boldness and
passionate artwork is setting a new
benchmark for the others. ‘Work It Out Now’
re�ects her undimmed aura as she sings with
utmost energy and passion to offer the
perfect motivation to get up and grind. What
makes her so special is her diversity in music
and professional life. The artist owns several
businesses and is rightfully the Jill of multiple
trades. Music helps her to manage stress and
the artist has several signed projects under
her cover. Follow her on Spotify and
Instagram for further updates.

Listen to her Track on Spotify:

https://open.spotify.com/track/7tIYS0sySjm
dvso07Mf1od
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Rapper Cardi
B Becomes
the First-Ever
Woman to be
Certified
Diamond for a
Song

Rapper Cardi B has become the
�rst-ever woman in history to be
certi�ed diamond for her song
‘Bodak Yellow’ which sold over
10 million copies worldwide.

Rapper Cardi B’s debut major-
label single, ‘Bodak Yellow’ has
been attributed with a diamond
certi�cate recognized by the
Recording Industry Association
of America. The artist who hails
from New York City has now
become the very �rst female
rapper to have achieved the
Diamond status as per RIAA. Her
single, ‘Bodak Yellow’ has
crossed the 10 million cut-off
mark. RIAA has revealed that one
equivalent song unit corresponds
to a single digital sale. In other
words, it accounts for 150 on-
demand audio or video streams.

The artist accomplished this
historic milestone last Monday.
Her other latest single ‘WAP’ that
features Megan Thee Stallion has
also reached halfway with a 5x
multi-platinum status as per
statistics estimated on March 3.

The artist posted a video and
explained how the label,
Atlantic Records surprised her
with the plaque and that too at a
restaurant. All this took place
after a day of long and
exhausting rehearsals. She
thanked her team and gave
them the credit for her feat. In
the video, she could not hold
her disbelief and admitted that
it made her day and uplifted her
spirits. Many of her peers and
contemporaries congratulated
her for this unparalleled feat
including artists such as G-Eazy,
Lil Yachty, City Girls' JT, and
Kodak Black. Kodak Black’s
debut 2015 single, ‘No Flockin’
was the original inspiration
behind the song that took her to
the epitome of this
accomplishment. She also
clapped back at one Twitter
user who claimed that she was
not giving enough credit to
Black for this stupendous
success and writing. She
tweeted saying that Black got all
the credit for the song as they
are both earning a lot from its
popularity.

 She also said that the name of the
song also resonates with that of
Black.

 
The artist also made another
history for ‘Bodak Yellow’ on the
Billboard Hot 100 charts. The
single not only hit the No.1 spot in
the list back in October 2017 but
she also became the very �rst
female rapper to top the charts
without any other credited artists
in over 20 years. The same feat was
accomplished by Lauryn Hill with
her �rst solo entry, ‘ Doo Wop
(That Thing)’ when it debuted at
N0. 1 on November 14, 1998.
Cardi’s single was released in 2017
that stayed in the US Billboard Top
100 chart for straight three weeks.
That time, the excited fan took to
Instagram to post her heartfelt
thankfulness and gratefulness for
this acknowledgment.

 She is always in the limelight for
her straightforward opinions of
various socio-political issues. She
cuts to the chase in her views that
often pushes her to face
controversy. This feat, however,
will expand her career into never-
before-known boundaries.
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'Behind This
Door' by Chris
Maragoth
celebrates
unrequited love
with the perfect
dose of classic
rock music
Chris Maragoth's ‘Behind This
Door’ is everything your heart
needs after a painful breakup.
Filled with massive rock bars, the
song is perfect for multiple
listens.

Even if the genre of rock has gone
through �ltration over the years
but few things remain
unwaveringly untouched.
Bringing back the eccentricity
and the power of core rock sound
with his music, artist Chris
Maragoth presents the perfect
blend of alt-rock with classic rock
in the most profuse manner.
Occasionally the artist
collaborates with other
musicians, rather than builds his
records to make a signi�cant
mark. His music style comes from
the direct in�uence of modern
rock and melodic metal, and also
amalgamates �uent hints from
various other genres of rock and
metal music. It’s rather
impossible to categorize his
music and the melodic bars
sound infectious throughout.

‘Behind This Door’ represents the
musicianship of this very
talented rock star. The kind of
versatility the artist has poured
in, in terms of the melodies is a
striking affair. Openly emotive,
unafraid to speak with honesty,
and passionate about what he 

brings to the table, the singer
connects with high melodic
satisfaction and the nature of
songwriting. The song is a
powerful ballad that the singer
had penned down while he was
going through a painful
breakup. The lyrics hint at his
vulnerability and the crisis
through which the artist went
through. The song speaks
everything about what happens
after a relationship ends and the
artist churns out the best of
emotions with his anthem-like
vocals and sound arrangement.
Being an excellent guitarist,
Chris Maragoth gives the song 

‘Behind This Door’ the most
impressive sound design with the
help of unending guitar plunges.
The song allows everyone to put
themselves in their shoes and the
artist speaks everything about
what happens after a relationship
ends. He has churned out the best
of emotions with his anthem-like
vocals and sound arrangement.
Listento him on Spotify, YouTube,
and Apple Music, and follow him
on Facebook and Instagram for
more details.
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MAJOR GERMAN FESTIVALS HAVE
CANCELED THEIR EDITIONS IN 2021 AND

THERE WILL BE NO 'SUMMER OF
REUNION'

Many German Festivals are slated for 2021 to have been
canceled. The ongoing restrictions brought about the
announcements of cancellations for this year’s editions. 

Green�eld, Rock im Park, SonneMondSterne, Rock am Ring,
Hurricane, Southside, and Deichbrand. These are all names of
some of the major German Festivals. The Eventim Live
companies promote all these festivals but they came up with
the announcement for cancellation of the editions that are
slated to take place in 2021. The coronavirus pandemic has
resulted in restrictions in any kind of gatherings and there are
uncertainties about the time when these restrictions are going
to be lifted.
Those who have bought the ticket will get a chance to attend
the editions of the festivals next year in 2022.
The CEO of CTS Eventim, Klaus-Peter Schulenberg has said
that they very much regret the cancellations that were made,
and the disappointments are shared with everyone who is
involved. But, of course, he has given most importance to
precedence, to protect and safeguard the health of
performers, fans, partners, and festival teams.
He further added that nevertheless, it is pretty clear that the
uncertainty that is continuing is further aggravating the
�nancial situation that is dramatic and the live music industry
is �nding them in the problem.

 They have already started work on various
levels and it has ensured that the live culture
will return to the stage with utmost safety and
as quick as possible.
Dr. Frithjof Pils, the managing director of
Eventim Live has said that the organizers of
the festival have invested a whole lot of
energy and time in infection and sanitary
control concepts to make sure that the event
is held this summer possibly and this summer
is meant to be ‘the summer of reunions’.

Pils has also said that there is a continuing
epidemiological situation and the restrictions
that are associated with it are in force. One
has to accept this fact with a heavy heart that
the festivals that are of this magnitude are
not at all feasible at this moment. Therefore,
they are trying to focus on the summer
festivals of 2022 and want to create an
unforgettable experience for the fans.

The German live professionals have
con�rmed this and they have been saying this
for quite a few weeks. At the ILMC, held last
week, the CEO of FKP Scorpio, Stephan
Thanscheidt has said that very few have been
buying tickets for this year’s summer events.
He also added that there is little chance for
festivals to take place in continental Europe
this June or July.
 The twin festivals usually are slated for June
along with Deichhbrand.
Several territories are in a new lockdown as
part of Continental Europe and it is a pretty
different story than in the UK, where the
major festivals are taking place with sell-out
and on sales in no time.
The roadmap for lockdown is announced by
the UK government and there is an increase in
optimism as the restrictions are lifted on
social gatherings by 21st June.
The ever-changing situation due to
coronavirus announcements hardly has any
signi�cance and the entire industry knows it.
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'SELFISH LOVE': SELENA GOMEZ HAS
REUNITED WITH DJ SNAKE FOR THEIR

LATEST BILINGUAL TRACK
Iconic Selena Gomez and world-famous DJ Snake have joined
forces for their latest single ‘Sel�sh Love’.
The track has a catchy musical arrangement just like any other
Latin pop dance number enriched with electronic music and
the sweet melody of saxophone.
Selena’s honey-dripping voice and sassy lyricism make the
track a ‘summer hit’ quite enjoyable for everyone.
The of�cial music video has premiered hours after the release
of the track on Thursday, 4th March. The video is directed by
award-winning �lmmaker Rodrigo Saavedra.
The video has garnered a lot of attention from the listeners
and followers with the trippy cinematography and aesthetics.
In the video, Selena could be seen operating a surreal and
colorful salon for men.
However, the video will de�nitely make the male audiences
think twice before having a haircut.
In the video, the co dancers could be seen performing in
colorful spandexes or one-piece bodysuits with glam portraits
of Gomez on their faces. DJ Snake has featured on 

the last scene while asking the million-dollar
question, ‘Hey, Can I get a haircut?’

The track is quite fun and amusing and has
won the heart of the listeners with a catchy
musical arrangement and a bilingual
approach through Latin and English.
The track will be appearing in Selena’s
upcoming Revelación EP which is scheduled
to release on 12th March. This is the �rst-ever
Spanish EP by the artist.
The EP consists of a total of seven tracks,
namely "Baila Conmigo" ("Dance With Me")
with Rauw Alejandro, "Dámelo To’" ("Give It
to Me") with Myke Towers, "De Una Vez" ("At
Once"), "Buscando Amor" ("Searching for
Love"), "Adios" ("Goodbye") and "Vicio"
("Addiction").
Selena’s followers are eagerly waiting for the
tracks as these singles carry a potential punch
of Latin pop energy which is different than
the breakup ballad before.
‘Sel�sh Love’ is the second collaboration
project between DJ Snake and Selena Gomez.
Previously, the artists have worked together
for the track ‘Taki Taki’ which created a huge
buzz in the industry and among the listeners
as well.
The track has gone 4x Platinum till now.
DJ Snake said, “With the whole world being
separated from each other I kept looking and
working only on pure good vibes.”
The artist further explained his experience of
working with Selena Gomez and said, “Selena
and I had been talking and after ‘Taki Taki’
we had to give the world another round with
fresh summer vibes. Something that made it
feel like summer the �rst time you heard it.”
Talking about the latest release, DJ snake
said, “‘Sel�sh Love’ came very naturally for
us and I think it’s the perfect evolution for
our history together.”
He revealed his musical objective as he said,
“I wanted to make music for the world and
mix all my favorite in�uences of Afro Beat,
Latin music, something that felt grounded
and organic.”
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List of the Legendary
Bollywood playback singers
who sang for Gujarati films
There is a long trail of Indian playback singers who have been
adding charm to the Indian music industry with their blessed
voices. The Bollywood music industry is constantly evolving
and with passing time is increasingly showing interest in the
Dhollywood industry. While there may be many to name, here
is a list of the top six legendary Bollywood playback singers
who have sung for Gujarati �lms.

Sunidhi Chauhan

Most recently the iconic singer Sunidhi Chauhan made her
Gujarati debut with the �lm Ratanpur in which the singer sang
‘Ude Ajje’. Many Bollywood playback singers have shown
similar interest and have happily embraced the Dhollywood
style.

Alka Yagnik

After achieving several music awards for
being the best female playback singer that
includes National Awards, multiple Filmfare
Awards, Alka Yagnik has been tagged to the
Gujarati �lm industry for over three decades
now. The iconic singer has also been best
known for her romantic Gujarati tracks. ‘Kalja
No Katko’ was her last track that comes from
the social comedy �lm Carry on Kesar,
released in 2017.

Hemlata

Singer Hemlata has given the audience
several super-hit songs for Bollywood and
also for the Gujarati �lm industry since the
late 1970s. Some of her most famous Gujarati
tracks include ‘Shankar Tari Jatama’ and ‘Om
Namah Shivaye’ that comes from the 1981
movie Amar Rahe Taro Chandlo.

Lata Mangeshkar

Being honored with Padma Bhushan and
Dadasaheb Phalke Award- the most legendary
playback singer Lata Mangeshkar has
recorded more than thousands of �lm songs
and has sung in over 36 regional 
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languages and foreign languages, that includes Gujarati too. Some of her most famous Gujarati �lm works
include ‘Ghunghate Dhankun Re Ek Kodiyun’ that comes from the movie Mehndi Rang Lagyo and ‘Dhari Kanku
Kankan Panetar’ that comes from the �lm Lalwadi Pholwadi.

Shann

An extremely versatile artist, Shaan is a playback singer-cum-music director-cum-host-cum-actor who has
been a part of numerous urban Gujarati �lms. The singer has sung for Gujarati songs like ‘Mane Kon Aa’ from
the movie Better Half and also the party song ‘Chuski’ from the 2017 �lm named Pappa Tamne Nahi Samjaay,
and also the title track for the �lm Wassup Zindagi.

Arijit Singh

Within a short span of a couple of years, Arijit Singh has received numerous awards and several honors. Arijit
made his debut in the Gujarati �lm industry with the song ‘Satrangi Re’ from the �lm Wrong Side Raju. This
soulful track sung by the very popular Arijit Singh was composed by the well-known music composer duo
Sachin-Jigar.
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Stagecoach and Coachella festivals have been shifted to April
2021

Both the Stagecoach and
Coachella festivals have already
announced that they are going to
be moved to April 2021. The
announcements came after the
continuation of the coronavirus
pandemic outbreak.

Both the festivals have been
moved to coming October.
Nevertheless, the date looked
pretty much unlikely. Later on,
discussions have been held with
concerned parties. Both the
festivals are promoted by
Goldenvoice, and they have taken
this decision to move both the
festivals to April 2021 as the safest
option.

Coachella Weekend One is slated
to take place between the 9th and 

forthcoming steps.
11th April this year and it will be
followed by Weekend Two that will take
place between 16th and 18th April.
Stagecoach will be held between the
23rd and 25th of April this year.
All the passes on 2020 are going to be
honored this year. In the coming days,
all the Festicket customers are going to
be contacted for the But for now, one
gets the opportunity to subscribe to the
Stagecoach and Coachella Waiting Lists
so that they remain updated with all the
news concerning the festival next year.
Goldenvoice has also issued a
statement where they have followed the
health guidance provided by the County
of Riverside. The Stagecoach and
Coachella 2020 festivals were previously
rescheduled for October but 

the dates have been changed. The
ongoing situation was not hoped
by anyone. In the statement, the
promoter of the festivals has said
that their main objective is the
well-being of the fans, as well as
the artists, staff, and also desert
partners, and those who have been
involved as part of the festivals.

The promoters are willing to share
more information along with the
new lineups. An email will also be
sent to the current pass holders
within 15th June on Monday. They
will be provided with the request
for a refund along with further
instructions and get rolled over to
the festivals next year. The
festivals are expected to be a safe
affair once again in the deserts.
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A Complete Cookbook to the
2021 Grammys

Grammy Awards 2021 is all set and
in full swing to celebrate the
ceremony at last. Delaying from
January, the show is �nally
scheduled to be held on this 14th
March, Sunday. As the schedules are
�nalized, the performers are busy
with their preparations in a socially-
distanced stage to keep things safe
from COVID. While the global
audience is waiting for the Sunday
Mega event, here is a look through
what performances, controversies,
and snubs you can expect of.

How will the show look?

Yes, that is the foremost curiosity
that has popped into everybody’s
mind since this would be different
due to the COVID situation. The
Recording Academy is trying to keep
things safe and soundly with regards
to COVID- safe presentation and
stage. They said that the artists
would “be coming together, while
still safely apart, to play music for
each other as a community.” In
simple words, the gala and grand
platform will 

include a mix of live and digital 
performances in-person and pre-
taped, video-linked appearances.

 In a recent interaction with the
Rolling Stone, Ben Winston said
that the Grammy will be �lmed in
“an undisclosed building in Los
Angeles.” Ben is the executive
producer of his �rst Grammy
telecast. He further said that the
event will not take place at
STAPLES Center, which was last
year’s venue. There is a chance
that the platform will be
consisting four stages for the
performers and one for the
presenters of the ceremony. Ben
said, “People will perform while
the other three or four artists
watch, applaud, and enjoy”. He
further added, “As soon as that
one �nishes, the next one goes,
the next one goes, and the next
one goes. Every 45 minutes, you
change out those stages, and you
bring another four megastars into
the room.”So the audience can
expect a series of ground-
breaking performances also on a
continuous seamless motion like 

a non-stop musical ballad. Excited
enough already? Well, here comes
the performer’s list! The show has
a huge slate of performers for the
evening featuring, Billie Eilish,
Cardi B, Taylor Swift, Harry Styles,
Doja Cat, Megan Thee Stallion,
Bad Bunny, Da Baby, BTS, Post
Malone, Chris Martin from
Coldplay, John Mayer, Roddy Rich,
Brittany Howard, Lil Baby, Dua
Lipa, Maren Morris, and the list
still continues. Some Of the late
additions include Bruno Mars and
Anderson.Paak for their
unwavering performance in their
latest project ‘Silk Sonic’.
It is heard that host Trevor Noah
will be introducing workers from
different independent venues to
present the award in recognition of
the �nancial struggle of the
decaying live music industry due to
the global pandemic.

Landmark achievements

The 2021 Grammy is making
history by including Mickey
Guyton. The artist has been
nominated as a solo country artist
as the �rst Black Woman. Like the
best country solo performance,
‘Black Like Me’ is correcting an
unwritten rule. The artist said,
women are “only allowed to sing
about heartbreak and cute, fun
songs, but God forbid we have
other feelings.”By winning four
awards she can break the record of
Alison Krauss who is the record
holder as the female artist. If she
can garner �ve awards, she will
able to beat Quincy Jones who has
a record of having most Grammys
as a living music artist. The record
for most Grammys is occupied by
classical conductor Sir Georg Solti.
If the artist wants to break that
record, she has to win at least eight
awards.
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There are some unusual entries this year who have never performed in Grammy before, like The Strokes. Travis
Scott, Jay Electronica, Freddie Gibbs, and Harry Styles stand alone to get their trophy back home. On the other
hand, BTS has doubled its stake with ‘Dynamite’ for the Best Pop Group Performance category. BTS would be
the �rst K-pop group to win a Grammy Award.

Controversies
The nomination of Lukasz “Dr. Luke” Gottwald has generated some deep controversy as the producer was
blamed for sexual abuse against Kesha. However, Luke denied Kesha’s allegations and threaten to sue her for
defamation. While Kesha was asked whether she wants to smash any award before calling all the ladies on the
stage, she replied, “My second thought,” she added, “was I wonder if I can get all these ladies to boycott this
shit because of Dr. Luke.”
Deborah Dugan was hired to settle down all the rising controversies as the �rst woman president and CEO of
the Recording Academy. But she ended up �ling a complaint against the academy for discrimination. In her
complaint letter, she addressed the academy as a “boy’s club” mentality that lacks diversity and sensibility.
The protest can be seen in the young people and performers as �ve of the three children nominations have
urged to rescind their nominations and stated, “a process that has—both this year and historically—so
overlooked women, performers of color, and most especially Black performers.”
Perhaps Justin Bieber deserves some sympathy as he has been very much disappointed with ‘Changes’ being
nominated in the Best Pop Vocal category rather than R&B. He said, “Changes was and is an R&B album. It is
not being acknowledged as an R&B album, which is very strange to me.”

Snubbed stories
Since the Superbowl HalfTime show, The Weeknd’s ‘Binding Lights’ have garnered a lot of attention but did
not get any nomination for it even after the groundbreaking recognition for his album, ‘After Hours’.
Apparently, the artist and Tesfaye have called the ceremony “corrupt”. On the other hand, Bob Dylan was
absent from the list of nominees as well. His Billboard top charting track ‘Murder Most Foul’ and critically
acclaimed studio album ‘Rough and Rowdy Ways’ could not assure a single nod for this 38-time Grammy
nominee.
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Singer Lana Del Rey Announces the Release of Her New Album
'Rock Candy Sweet'

Just one day after singer Lana Del
Rey her postponed album,
Chemtrails Over the Country Club
on Friday, she took to Instagram on
Saturday to reveal the news that
her upcoming record, Rock Candy
Sweet is set to release on June 1st.
She took to her Instagram stories
to reveal the news while
responding to an article by
Harper’s Bazaar which was critical
of her cultural appropriation in her
music and aura. She held her
demeanor and composure and said
that she is thankful for articles like
these that remind her that her
career was built on the themes of
cultural appropriation and
neutralizing domestic abuse.

She also highlighted another passage
from the same article in a story that she
has been subject to heavy criticism of
her album and she wants to restore her
creative abilities in her next work.

She con�rmed the release date of the
album and also shared a picture that
could be the potential cover art of the
record. It would be the singer’s third
consecutive album in a span of just one
year. The other two albums in this
hattrick feat include her latest release,
Chemtrails Over the Country Club and
she spoke word LP, Violet Bent
Backwards Over the Grass.
She announced the production updates
of Chemtrails Over the Country Club
back in November that it would be
postponed due to delays at the record 

plants. She was working on a
covers album of her singles, ‘You’ll
Never Walk Alone’ and some of
Patsy Cline’s songs.
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Dance-pop icon Bebe
Rexha drops a new

musical number
'Sacrifice'

American singer-songwriter Bebe Rexha drops a brand new
single titled ‘Sacri�ce’. She also released a music video for it
on YouTube. The song is extremely catchy in terms of both
rhythm and lyrics. The song is her second release after she
collaborated with Doja Cat for the song ‘Baby, I’m Jealous’,
which was released in October last year. Last week, she
announced that she will be releasing new songs soon. And this
week the ‘Meant to Be’ kept her promise.
She joined forces with YouTube Originals’ RELEASED to drop
the music video for the track worldwide on Thursday. In
addition to the premiere of the video, she plans to turn her
text messages into songs and sing some of her earlier hit
soundtracks in opera style on the episode on her of�cial
YouTube channel. The episode will be airing on the channel at
11:45 pm ET. The music video of the song features an enticing
visual presentation. It ampli�es the effect of the dynamic
lyrical illustration. The exciting and thrilling 

picturization of the MV has gained the song
huge popularity in a very short time.

In the music video, she plays the role of a
vampire. She takes her army of quite a few
bloodthirsty vampire girls on a raid through a
hospital and its blood bank. The group feasts
on the blood there. She also �nds another
male vampire in the hospital and takes him to
a club where it rains down blood on them.
The girls dance like there is no tomorrow and
have a bloody good time. The sheer
grandness of the video has the fans go gaga
over it.

Bebe Rexha had worked really hard on her
music projects. She has recently said, ‘My
sophomore album is by far the most
challenging yet ful�lling project I have ever
worked on.’ She put a lot of effort into her
creations. She explained, ‘I wrote, recorded,
re-wrote, re-recorded and then repeated that
process in order to deliver an album that truly
re�ects who I am as a singer, songwriter and
most importantly as an artist.’ She also
stated, ‘I want to give listeners a journey of
pop paradise fused with elements of rock and
hip-hop.’

She further said, ‘It's important to me that my
music continues to recognize ongoing
themes of vulnerability, the cycle of self-
destruction & self-realization, and female
empowerment.’

On the YouTube Released episode, she has
revealed some information on her upcoming
album. This is going to be her second project
after her debut LP ‘Expectations’ in 2018. She
has not revealed the name and the release
date of the new album. But she let out the
fact that Travis Barker will be playing drum
and teamed up with Lil Uzi Vert in the album.
The theme of the album will be ‘honesty and
vulnerability. She also said that she will be
talking about her insecurities in it as well. The
song ‘Sacri�ce’ and its music video are
available on all major streaming platforms.

Follow her on social media for more updates.
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Grammy reveals
the list of
performers for its
2021 award show
including Taylor
Swift, BTS, Dua
Lipa, and more
The Grammys has announced the
names of performers for this
year’s award show in one go.
Popular artists such as Taylor
Swift, Roddy Ricch, Dua Lipa,
and many more will be
performing at the 63rd annual
Grammy Awards that will be held
on Sunday, March 14th.

The other performers that will
also be performing on the show
are BTS, Doja Cat, Chris Martin,
Post Malone, Megan Thee
Stallion, Billie Eilish, Brandi
Carlile, John Mayer, Harry Styles,
Cardi B, Brittany Howard, Lil
Baby, Mickey Guyton, Miranda
Lambert, Haim, Bad Bunny, and
many more.
The award show will be hosted by
Trevor Noah at Los Angeles
Convention Center and some
other places around it. Grammy
authority will be using other
venues to read nominations and
the name of the winners in
different categories.

Taylor Swift will be performing
for the seventh time in the show.
This will also be her �rst
performance in �ve years. Her hit
album ‘Folklore’ has a good
chance of winning Album of the
Year.
This is going to the second
performance of Howard, Carlile,
Billie Eilish, Dua Lipa, and Post
Malone third of Morris and 

Cardi B, the �fth of Lambert,
and sixth of Martin and Mayer.
Many artists will be performing
for the �rst time on the Grammy
platform. The artists who will be
debuting on the show are BTS,
Haim, Guyton, Bad Bunny,
DaBaby, Megan Thee Stallion,
harry Styles, Black Pumas,
Ricch, and Doja Cat.

Apart from Jacob Collier and
Jhené Aiko, all the Album of the
Year nominees will be
performing on stage. Aiko is
going to host the afternoon
Premiere Ceremony that day.
Though one of the nominees,
Coldplay will not be performing,
the lead singer of the band Chris
Martin will be performing.
Beyoncé is nominated for both
‘Savage’ and ‘Black Parade’. She
will not be performing on the
show.
Both Beyoncé and Jay Z are the
biggest nominees and winners
in Grammy throughout the year.
But they have had much luck in
the top categories such as
record, song, and album o

f the year, and the best new artist.
There are huge possibilities for
Beyoncé to win the Song of the
Year for ‘Black Parade’ and Record
of the Year for ‘Savage’

  
A total of 22 artists will be
performing on the show. Out of
them all, 11 are female artists, and
one performer Haim is a female
group.

  
Doja Cat and Megan Thee Stallion
are nominated for Best New Artist
category. Mayer and Cardi B are
not nominated in any categories.

  
Latin performer Bad Bunny and
popular Asian boy band BTS will
be performing along with nine
Black performers including the
mixed-race group Black Pumas.

 In a tribute to independent venues
that have been vastly impacted by
the pandemic, many categories are
to be presented by box of�ce
managers, club workers, and
bartenders from places like The
Apollo Theater (New York City),
The Troubadour (Los Angeles),
The Hotel Café (Los Angeles), and
The Station Inn (Nashville).
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Demi Lovato reveals how her
failed engagement allowed
her to understand her truly

sexuality
It was not too long ago when American singer Demi
Lovato revealed that her short-spanned engagement
with Max Ehrich had helped her discover her
sexuality. The couple started dating back in early
2020 and had announced their engagement that July,
but in September the engagement had called off.

According to E! News, the 28-year-old dynamic
singer who is featured on the May cover of Glamour
recently explained in an interview that was released
online on Thursday that as she was getting older, she
started realizing how queer she is.

She further added that in the past year, when she was
engaged to a man, and when it didn’t work, she felt
like this was a huge sign for her. She felt as if she was
going to spend her life with someone and then it
wasn’t going to happen. But, somehow she felt a
sense of relief that she could �nally live her truth,
she shared.

The Stone Cold songstress who had beforehand had
an on-and-off relationship with Wilmer Valderrama
went on to elucidate that presently she is giving 

herself time before she �nally publicly provides extra
labels to de�ne her personality.

Lovato stated that she knows who she is but it’s just
that she is waiting until a speci�c timeline to come out
to the world as she is. She is currently following her
healer’s timeline and she is also using this timeline to
study and educate herself on her journey, and she is
dedicatedly preparing to do so.

As reported by E! News, this isn’t the �rst time when
Demi has mentionedher �uidity, because the ‘Sonny
with a Chance’ album that was shared within the April
2018 challenge4 of ‘InFashion’ stating that love will be
discovered in any gender clari�ed much of it. And, it
was last July when she referred to herself as queer in an
Instagram tribute to her late Glee co-star named Naya
Rivera.

It was in the Glamour interview when Demi had
mentioned that things felt right when she had an
encounter with a lady. The Skyscraper vocalist further
stated that she had once hooked up with a girl when
she had realized that it was a lot more than what it
seemed. It felt better and it felt right.
Moreover, Demi had once upon a time checked into
rehab following an obvious drug overdose back in July
2018, and in a recent interview, she additionally de�ned
that even though he has moved on from the substances
that brought on the overdose, she has, however,
decided to not deprive herself when she desires a drink
or weed, but carefully.

She went on to add that she had called her to recover
case manager and said that something’s not right as she
was living one side of her life completely legalizing and
this other side that is following a program, is telling her
that if she slips in, she is going to die. And, to this, she
feels that she should try to balance the thing in
substance side of her life as well.
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